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Notice of Serious Incident 

 

Date of Incident:10/30/2022  

Date Received by DCCECE: 10/31/2022 

 

Facility Name: Perimeter of the Ozarks 

Facility Number: 237 

Facility Type: Residential 

Incident Type: Licensing 

Report Description: , Guardian:  notified, 
Police were called: N/A Safety Plans: Suicide Risk, Self-Harm safety plan. report based on 
nursing note (nurse working the floor at this time) 10/30/22 approximately 0820, resident  
became upset while on the unit and ran down the hallway with a piece of clothing and 
wrapped it around her neck. Staff support was called, and clothing was removed from 
around her neck promptly. She attempted to find items around the unit to continue to 
attempt to wrap around neck, but staff was there to hinder her efforts. She attempted to use 
items from unit to scrape across arm but they were promptly removed from her hands. She 
used her fingernails to pick at her inner arm while upset. She threw objects from the unit at 
staff and attempted to hit, kick, and bite staff. De-escalation techniques were used and she 
was able to calm herself and process why she became upset in the first place. She states she 
?doesn?t want to be here anymore and wants to go home.? C-SSRS questionnaire 
preformed, resident continues to score moderate risk. Suicide/self-harm precautions remain 
in place. Resident remains in paper scrubs for safety. Minimal redness noted on neck from 
initial item wrapped around neck. Several small ?pinch? marks noted on inner arm from 
fingernails. Slight openings in skin noted on a few areas of inner arms. Those marks were 
cleaned and Band-Aids applied, no other medical attention needed . Will continue to 
monitor progression in healing. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

 

Interim Action Narrative: Resident placed on suicide risk and self-harm precaution safety 
plan. She was placed in a paper gown for safety. Injuries were cleaned and band-aids 
applied. C-SSRS questionnaire performed and de-escalation techniques were used. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

Maltreatment Narrative:                                                                 Outcome:  

 

 

Licensing Narrative: Licensing Specialist will inquire about the items from the unit that 
resident tried to self-harm with. The DON informed Licensing Specialist that resident tried 
to use a shirt and another piece of clothing to self-harm. No Licensing concerns noted.  
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